In this article we investigate some approaches to the artificial neural networks training with use of hybrid algorithms. Algorithms which are based on the back propagation algorithm and the ant colony algorithm are considered in detail. The article describes the application of the artificial neural network with the authors' hybrid training algorithm. The preliminary studies have shown that the algorithm improves the efficiency of the problems on standard test databases. The application of the algorithm for practical problems solution in the field of medicine, namely the definition of danger level determination of tuberculosis carriers is described. It was shown that the accuracy of the hybrid algorithm is up to 22% higher than of the classical one. 
Introduction
One of the directions of research in the artificial intelligence field is the effective artificial neural network (ANN) training problem. The back propagation algorithm (BP) is used as a classical method of the multilayered perceptron (MLP) training [1] . However, with the increase in volume of processed data and the decrease in their quality, the classical algorithm does not always allow solving a specific applied problem with the set accuracy and during the acceptable time. Since 2005 there have been developments which started using hybrid methods based on stochastic algorithms for the MLP training. The hybrid algorithms allow increasing decision accuracy, reducing influence of negative factors, improving convergence of the algorithm, etc. Among the ANN hybrid training algorithms we will focus on the MLP hybrid training algorithms in which one of the training algorithms is actually the algorithm of the ACO [2] as well as its various modifications [3] . In article [4] the MLP training with use the ant colony search optimization algorithm is described. The constructed network is used for the classification problem solution in the medical field. The experiment's results show that the offered algorithm is more high-speed in comparison with the traditional ANN training algorithms.
The research of colliery roof collapse accident of coal mines tunnels on the basis of the ANN is presented in article [5] . The network is trained by the hybrid ACO. The hybrid algorithm consists of algorithms combination: the C mean and the ACO that allowed reducing computing complexity of the problem. In article [6] the hybrid ANN training algorithm, combining the BP algorithm and the ACO is considered. The algorithm is applied to the problems of function approaching and modeling quantitative structure-activity relationships of Herbicides. The results showed that the hybrid algorithm reaches the set accuracy for smaller quantity of eras than the BP algorithm. The classical BP algorithm and the continuous bionics ACO algorithm make up the hybrid algorithm, which trains the ANN for forecasting the stock market data of Shanghai market in 1996 is described in article [7] . For the continuous optimization problems solution the ANN is trained by ACO in article [8] . The ANN weights are optimized by using the ACO. The Swarm Intelligence-based Reinforcement Learning (SWIRL) is described in article [9] . This method is used for effective ANN architecture generation and for the ANN training. SWIRL is based on 2 intellectual swarm algorithms. The ACO is used for optimal network architecture choice, and the particle swarm optimization algorithm is used for weights correction. Testing of the algorithm is held on the XOR problem and the modeling cart controller problem for vertical level balancing. In article [10] the ACO is used for the ANN training. It allowed reducing influence of the BP algorithm shortcomings. Thus the ACO underwent changes: the matrix of pheromones and the probabilistic matrix become continuous. The ANN training is based on the ACO for residential buildings durability check problem in article [11] The hybrid algorithm combines properties of basic approaches -the BP algorithm has good local efficiency since easily gets to a local minimum, and the ACO has good global efficiency. The algorithm is tested on residential buildings with different architecture durability calculations. The stock price index forecasting by the ANN is described in article [12] . Network training is based on the ACO. Also the ACO is used for reduction the complexity in input properties space. The described method reduces shortcomings of the gradient descent method. In article [13] the tax assessment problem is considered. The problem assumes large data volumes processing. In the article the ANN with the integrated ACO for network quality increasing is presented. The ACO is used for network weights correction and thus it allowed avoiding some ANN shortcomings. The cellular ANN training is considered in article [14] . The network has parallel processing ability that is important advantage in images processing. The feed-forward networks algorithms training aren't applicable to a cellular network because of its dynamic architecture. In the article network training is realized on the ACO. Experiments results show that the presented algorithm successfully solves characteristic properties allocation problems in images such as edge, a corner, vertical and horizontal edge detections. The false medical diagnosis detection problem is considered in article [15] . Due to available shortcomings of the BP algorithm at false diagnosis detection, authors offered the approach based on the chaos ACO. In the ANN mathematical model weights and thresholds are taken as ants initial positions in search space. The experiments showed that the offered approach allows overcoming BP algorithm shortcomings. In article [16] the hybrid ANN training algorithm is applied to the Direction of Arrival estimation problem solution. The hybrid algorithm is based on the continuous ACO. The comparative characteristic of hybrid algorithm and of the ANN based on radial and basic function is carried out. Hybrid training algorithms can be constructed on the basis of other adaptive evolutionary search algorithms. In article [17] the application of the bee colony algorithm for the ANN training is considered. The algorithm imitates food sources search on the basis of bees' behavior in a colony. In the article the improved method of the bee colony combined with BP algorithm for convergence speed acceleration is offered. Comparison of the offered algorithm and the genetic algorithm based on a gradient descent method is carried out. The comparative analysis of the received results shows high efficiency of the offered method. The reservoir permeability prediction problem is considered in article [18] . The ACO has high precision in a global minimum search, and the gradient descent method quickly converges to a local optimum. While training the network, the ACO searching for the optimum combination of weights in decisions space is used first, then the BP algorithm for fast obtaining the exact optimum decision is used. The hybrid of these two algorithms is applied to predict the permeability of the Mansuri Bangestan reservoir located in Ahwaz Iran utilizing available geophysical well log data. The given works [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] suggest different hybrid methods and give their advantages in comparison with the classical ones, their application to different classification problems. The hybrid training methods allow applying the hybrid approach more effectively to solve a wide class of problems avoiding the disadvantages of the classical methods. Hybrid algorithms allow increasing speed, reducing computing complexity, improving training quality, reducing the influence of the classical methods drawbacks, increasing the stability of the solution and the accuracy of the method etc. Development of the ANN hybrid training algorithms and the special algorithms application for improving productivity, accuracy, speed, quality of the ANN training are a reclaimed research problem today. The authors investigate the problem of creating the effective authors' hybrid algorithm. The algorithm developed by the authors [19] was tested on standard test databases and proved to be effective [20, 21] . The purpose of this article is to analyze the possibility of this algorithm application to solve the practical medical problems on the real data. The purpose of this work is to create such ANN training methods that will improve productivity, accelerate learning and clarify values by using the hybrid approach based on ACO. The application of author's hybrid algorithm [19] for the ANN training and the algorithm application results analysis for the solution of the specific practical problem on real survey data is described in the article.
Algorithm main idea
The classical feed-forward MLP with one hidden layer is used as the trained ANN. The input, hidden and output layers have equally and nodes respectively. The network architecture is represented in fig. 1 The error vector = ( 1 ) is calculated by formula = − = 1 2 . The network weights are set by matrices W = ||W || = 1 2 = 1 2 between and hidden layers and A = || || = 1 2 = 1 2 between hidden and output layers. Also the thresholds for each hidden and output layers nodes W 0 = ||W 0 || = 1 2 and A 0 = || 0 || = 1 2 are set respectively. For the output network signal estimation the classical feed forward ANN signal calculation algorithm is used. The following functions (for convenience if function doesn't depend on parameter this parameter all the same in designations) are used as activation functions:
The derivatives of activation functions ( ) expressed through the corresponding activation function will be defined as (
). Thus functions look like: The signal extends on a network from the input layer to the output layer and vectors are calculated in the following sequence: first the vector ν, then the vector and finally the error vector . In this work we use this approach: at the beginning the signal distribution priority ways are determined by the modified ACO (author's modification of the algorithm is described below), and then individual network weights correction is carried out using the obtained ways. The ACO modification consists in the following: the next node choice rule is simplified in any ant movement, the ant passed distance accounting is changed, a special function for the pheromones accounting is added, the probabilistic ant movement accounting is introduced. The ants' quantity per one input node is set in such a way that ants are sure to visit all nodes on the hidden and output layers at least one time. Total ants' quantity equals the product of ants quantity per one input node and input nodes quantity. Before travel all ants are evenly distributed on all input nodes. Similar to matrices W and A the matrices of pheromones Φ = ||φ || = 1 2 = 1 2 and Ψ = ||ψ || = 1 2 = 1 2 between input and hidden layers and between hidden and output layers respectively also are introduced. Initially all elements of matrices Φ and Ψ also are set as equal to zero. During the first ants travel there are no pheromones in the network. To make all the ants visit as much as possible different edges, the following method is used: the ant with equal probability can choose any edge which hasn't been visited by other ants. If there are no such edges the ant can choose any edge from this node to the next layer. After all ants finished the travel, there is the pheromones redistribution in the network. Since the ant visits only two edges, it extends pheromones only to two edges passed by it. The quantity of the left pheromones on each passable edge is calculated by the formula:
where Q -the set constant equal to quantity of pheromones which one ant for one travel can extend, -mistake size in output node to which the ant came. In case the mistake is close to zero, we accept equal to some fixed threshold value. On the second and the subsequent travels and in the pheromones presence in the network ants are guided by the simplified following node choice rule. After the ants have left the pheromones on the passable edges, the evaporations procedure of pheromones is carried out. Travel of ants is stopped when on two consecutive iterations the ways of all the ants didn't change. The received levels of the pheromones on each edge are used for network weights correction. For the pheromones accounting at network weights correction the functions η ( ) for the pheromones accounting, where -parameter, are introduced. For each fixed admissible parameter value function η ( ) possesses the following properties: it is continuous on a variable on a segment [0;1], strictly monotonously decreasing on a variable , and on the ends of a segment accepts the following values η (1 ) = 1 η (0 ) = η 0 ( ) η 0 ( ) > 1. When carrying out experiments the following pheromones accounting functions were used:
We choose one of activation functions ( ), fixing the value of parameter , we choose one of the pheromones accounting functions η ( ), fixing value of parameter . Adjustment network weights coefficients should be found on formulas:
where Ψ = max =1 2 where θ -the set coefficient of network training.
Algorithm application
The hybrid algorithm is tested on the following problems: computer game character behavior modeling problem, the determination of urine-gynecological system diseases diagnoses problem, determination of mushrooms edibility problem [20, 21] . In these experiments the offered hybrid algorithm showed decision accuracy higher than that of the classical BP algorithm. Let us describe the application of this hybrid algorithm for the solution of one more task in detail -the danger level determination of being infected by tuberculosis carriers. Let us use the real analyses patients' data of one clinic. When carrying out testing we will use various functions sets couples (activation function and pheromones accounting function). This task belongs to the classification problems class. The base characteristic: data used for the hybrid algorithm testing are special wide sampling for the fullest representation of the object domain. 207 examples were selected from this base; the input attributes are data of 3 analyses, the general blood analysis, Polymerase Chain Reaction on tuberculosis, Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay on tuberculosis. The input attributes quantity is 11. Input attributes are:
• General blood analysis data: • the sign is epidemiologically dangerous (1 -is, 0 -is not)
• the sign is not epidemiologically dangerous (1 -is, 0 -is not)
Each example has to be attributed only to one of the two classes. Thus, it is also possible to see an example with what probability belongs to this or that class. The base is in a random way divided into the 166 training samples and the 41 testing samples. The algorithm is tested by 6 various activation functions ( ) = 1 2 6 and 4 various pheromones accounting functions η ( ) = 1 2 3 4. Thus, if the chosen function has a parameter, experiments are made for various values of parameters. The size of the maximum error of the network in all experiments is put equal 0.05, the training step is θ = 0 075. When carrying out experiments the following parameters were set: = 11, = 6, = 2, Q = 1. Comparative experiments were made: one -a classical ANN method in Microsoft SQL Server 2005 environment in the Analysis Services service, the others 53 -with various activation functions and various pheromones accounting functions. If the specified functions had parameter, the concrete values of parameters were considered. The results of experiments are shown in tab. 1. The accuracy of algorithm is understood as the relation of correctly solved samples by the algorithm to total of solved samples. The accuracy of the algorithm is expressed as a percentage. The classical BP algorithm showed the accuracy of 53.66%. In table 1 the experiments results are given. The accuracy is not below than 53.66%. Couples of activation function and pheromones accounting function are thus specified at various values of the parameters, used in experiments. Here is the table that characterizes the comparative analysis using the classical BP training and the hybrid algorithm for modeling of the character's behavior in a computer game, the determination of urine-gynecological system diseases diagnoses, the determination of mushrooms edibility.
Conclusions
The original hybrid ANN training algorithm with a teacher on the basis of a combination of ACO and BP algorithm is offered, and the ACO is significantly modified by the authors. The ACO is used for the priority ways signals distribution choice on the ANN and adaptive network weights change by pheromones values. Uniform ants distribution on all the input layer nodes allows avoiding a hit problem in a local minimum. The algorithm provides ants visiting of all nodes on the hidden and output layers of a network. In comparison with the basic one the ACO is changed. In the basic algorithm the distance accounting is taken for the basis between each couple of connected nodes. In the offered algorithm the accounting of error value in output node to which each ant came is used instead. Besides, pheromones matrices elements change happens taking into account error value on each output node instead of the general error network accounting (as in basic algorithm). The correction of all network weights and thresholds happens when priority ways of movement on a network are chosen by ants. Thus the network weights are changing the accounting pheromones matrix elements values, each output layer node error and the offered pheromones accounting function. This approach allows solving a wider problems class. The ANN training is carried out by two algorithms: classical BP algorithm and the hybrid algorithm offered in the real work based on the ACO. The offered hybrid algorithm was realized in the Microsoft SQL Server 2005 environment in the Analysis Services service that allowed applying this algorithm to the solution of various classification problems. The testing results analysis of the developed network on concrete data is provided below. At the computer game character behavior modeling solution problem the network training speed of the offered hybrid algorithm in comparison with classical BP algorithm increased more than by 20 times. For the solution of mushrooms classification problems and the determination of urine-gynecological system diseases diagnoses the databases taken from widely known resource [http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/] were used. At the described tasks solution the parameters varied (a couple choice: activation function -pheromones accounting function) for achievement of the best result. In the mushrooms classification problem solution the sets of functions couples, at which the accuracy of 85.15% is reached, are found (while an accuracy of classical algorithm -76.63%). In the solution of the determination of urine-gynecological system diseases diagnoses problem the sets of functions couples are allocated, at which the best possible result is 100% of the correct answers is reached at acceptable time of calculations. Thus the accuracy of classical algorithm is equal 78%. The TB catching epidemiological danger problem is solved on real data. Classical algorithm accuracy reaches 53.66%, and the offered hybrid algorithm accuracy at a concrete functions couple's choice reaches 75.15%. In the article the offered modified algorithm can be extended to a ANN of a more general type (with any number of nodes on input and output layers and the set number of nodes on the hidden layer).
The obtained results indicate that the proposed algorithm can be applied to solve practical classification problems and improves the quality of the ANN training, but research in this area is expected to continue as to further enhance the quality of the proposed hybrid algorithm, and to cover a wider range of classification problems.
